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to be established over a wide area, in positions from which
he might attempt invasion along the Kenya frontier.
Desta's first scouts appeared near Malka Rie that week.
Graziani covered the whole line of the Dawa Parma,
from Malka Rie on the Kenya frontier to Dolo, with barbed
wire entanglements, sand-bagged machine-gun posts and
trenches. White troops for the first time in the war were
brought up to Dolo and an immense transport—over a
thousand lorries—collected between Dolo and Lug. The
Division of Fascists Raised Abroad was called into service
at last, and a lorry bridge straddled the Dawa Parma and
the crocodiles at Malka Rie.
The Italians were ready both to defend and to invade.
Every day fifteen planes flew over the region between
the Dawa Parma and the highland that Desta occupied.
His camel trains were bombed and scattered. His army
could move no farther without food. On December 12
Negelli was bombed for the second time by two squadrons,
and by now the Ras knew that the south was closed to
him.
His reaction was to attempt the initiative again. The
war for Desta was still in its chess period, and though his
movements were more restricted he could still move about.
He transferred troops from the Dawa to the Ganale Doria
and the Web : from the north-west to the north of Dolo.
Perhaps he thought, too, that he could feed them better
where the planes did not follow, or where they were
scattered more evenly over the wide arc on which he wished
to operate.
By December 20 he had re-occupied Lama Shillindi in
force and without a struggle : the head of his column on the
Doria was at Semlei and Amino, sixty kilometres up-river
from Dolo : on the Dawa his men had come right up
against the British frontier, which was now patrolled by
the R.A.F.
Swedish Red Cross Unit No. i camped at Malka Didaka,
twenty kilometres up the Doria from Amino. There was
no need now for secrecy : under the flags of Ethiopia,
Sweden and their Service they began at once to tend the
wounded, for there had been serious bombings from the air
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